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The aim of this research is to find the types of imagery and to identify the 

kinds of imagery in the Novel. The researcher used the theory of Kenney to find 

the types of imagery and to identify the kinds of imagery such as literal images, 

recurrent images, figurative images, and symbols. The data were analyzed used a 

descriptive qualitative method to find and to identify the types of imagery in the 

Novels. The result of this research, the researcher found that there are 74 data 

found in the types of imagery, the data are: 27 data found in literal images, 14 

data found in recurrent images, 17 data found in figurative images, and 17 data 

found in symbols. Therefore, the researcher concluded all the types of imagery 

can be found in this novel by using the theory of Kenney. 

 

 

Keywords: Stylistics, Imagery, Andi Weir’s Artemis. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background 

 Language plays a critical part in life and could be a device society 

utilizes to communicate and respond. According to Finocchiaro (2002), 

language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbols that enables communication 

and interaction among all cultural members or those who have mastered the 

system. We can communicate our thoughts and feelings to others using 

language and understand what others are thinking and feeling. 

 John (2009) defines dialect as a type of language that, despite being 

variations of the same language, differs from others in three ways: 

vocabulary, syntax, and accent. Dialect is exceptionally vital in social life. 

Communication will run efficiently when the target dialect utilized is 

suitable. The dialect agrees with the speaker's circumstances and conditions, 

and the discourse's nature is carried out. This depends intensely on the 

deciding components within the act of dialect or communication, specifically, 

the questioner, the speaker's reason, the issues examined, and the 

circumstance. This utilization of dialect is called pragmatics. 

 According to Brown (2007), language is into some categories, such as a 

set of arbitrary symbols, primarily vocal symbols. Still, it may also be visual, 

have conventionalized meanings to which they refer, be used for 

communication, and operate in a speech community or culture. Be essentially 
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human, although possibly not limited to humans, and be acquired by all 

people in much the way language learning both have universal characteristics, 

including such systems of phonemes, morphemes, phrases, clauses, and 

context. Bradford (1997) states this is a hazy and elusive subject. Every 

contribution to the expansive and diverse field of literary studies will connect 

with style. Stylistics is essential in everyday life because stylistics are things 

that are frequently used when talking or wanting to convey something to 

someone. When we speak about style, it is very closely related and can make 

someone misunderstand if you do not understand what it is stylistics Kenney 

(1993:64). There are four types of imagery which is literal images, recurrent 

imagery, figurative images, symbols. 

 Imagery is part of stylistics that is useful for knowing the meaning of a 

word, which often makes us misunderstand the meaning of the word itself. In 

practice, many people, particularly readers or those who learn poetry, 

encounter some obstacles or problems in understanding the stanza of the 

poetry and determining the figurative language imagery stated. 

 Furthermore, according to Surah Al-Isra, verse 53 discusses the 

importance of imagery below. 
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Translation: 

 “And tell My servants to say that which is best. Indeed, Satan induces 

(dissension) among them. Indeed, Satan is ever, to mankind, a clear 

enemy.” 

 The verse from the Qur'an mentioned above demonstrates that we are 

obliged to  prioritize and select a good word between the two circumstances 

when it is  impossible to blend them both. The advantage of a good speech is 

that it attracts people  with noble, religious characteristics. When 

someone can control their tongue, they can  manage all of their affairs 

(Tafsir Al wajiz by Shaykh Prof. Dr. Wahbah Az-Zuhaili). 

 The Imagery in this novel is very closely related to Kenney's theory 

because people can create words from various aspects of the four senses. 

Also, words can be a tool to express different kinds of feelings that you want 

to convey. Scholars' investigation can serve as intrigue in other scholarly 

perspectives among related viewpoints of religion, logic, ethics, and so on. 

Writing is to move forward with the quality of taste. The intellectual inquiry 

will take after the framework of logical consideration utilizing strategies, 

hypotheses, examination, and creativity. 

 Novels are a sort of scholarly work. Hence, the novel also uses dialect as 

a medium. Curiously or not, the dialect used in academic assignments 

depends on the educational capacity to utilize words. The nuance of scholarly 

sentiments in using words is needed. In addition, who must master the 

scarcest distinction in meaning and taste; subsequently, the information on 

the etymology of a writer is necessary. 
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 Impossible if separate imagery, or the word choices used within the text, 

from the meaning of the term itself. According to Kenney (1993: 64), the 

word might have four. Literal images, recurrent imagery, figurative images, 

and symbols. We can use it to express our emotions to make people 

understand what we want to say. Imagery is regularly found in a few 

scholarly works. One of them is within the novel “Artemis” by Andy Wier, 

published in 2017. American novelist Andy Weir is best known for his 

scientifically accurate book “The Martian.” When he was 15 years old, Weir 

began working at Sandia National Laboratories as a computer programmer. 

The virtues and shortcomings of “Artemis”. This book’s benefit is that it 

contains a compelling plot and a few suitable lessons. The disadvantage of 

this novel is that it uses many inappropriate expressions for people who do 

not speak English well, especially understanding the meaning of the 

expressions because it is complicated to understand. Typically, this is done by 

the novel’s author to captivate readers interested in reading it. Readers won't 

be engaged as a result, despite the fantastic story in the book. 

 Numerous Researchers have examined the subject of imagery. Harliani 

discovered four different types of imagery: visual Imagery, olfactory 

Imagery, gustatory Imagery, auditory Imagery, and kinesthetic Imagery. In 

her thesis 2014, An Analysis of the Power of Imagery in Suzanne Collins's 

Novel "Catching Fire." Aang Kurniawan wrote an Imagery Analysis of Billy 

Collin's poem (2010). Fitriah Husain discussed this in 2018. An analysis of 

the imagery in “Song of Myself” (Walt Whitman's Poem) discovered seven 
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categories of imagery. Visual, Auditory, Organic, Tactual, Olfactory, 

Gustatory, and Kinesthetic. I found that we can use many types of imagery to 

interpret a word, both from the seven types of imagery and using Kenney’s 

theory. This Research focuses on the language used and its meaning because 

utilizing specific imagery may cause readers to misunderstand and have 

misconceptions. The researcher will show how the author's language 

represents their views. 

 Based on the explanation above, the researcher is keen to examine the 

Imagery used in Andy Wier's novel “Artemis” because the researcher 

believes it has many images that are highly challenging for the average reader 

to understand. 

 

B. Research Question 

 In light of the preceding context, the Researcher was like to pose the 

following research questions: 

1. What types of imagery are found in Andy Wier’s novel Artemis? 

2. What are the meanings of the Imagery used by Andy Wier’s Novel 

Artemis? 

 

C. Research Objectives 

 The Objectives of the research was separated into two points based on 

the problem statements above: 

1. To Find out Imagery in the Andy Wier's novel “Artemis.” 
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2. To Find out the meanings of Imagery used by Andy Wier's novel 

“Artemis.” 

 

D. Research Significance 

 In this research, the researcher also expected to achieve some 

significance for the readers: 

1. The researcher wishes this research can give everyone a new contribution 

and information knowledge, especially future literature students. 

2. The researcher wishes this research is wanted to give a deeper 

understanding of knowledge and experience, especially for the researcher, 

generally, for other students. It also can be used as a reference. 

 

E. Scope of The Research 

 In this research, the researcher was to analyzed the imagery and meaning. 

The  researcher was focus on the types of imagery and meaning in Andy 

Wier’s novel “Artemis” using Kenney’s theory (1993). Which is the literal 

image, Recurrent imagery, figurative imagery, and symbols. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A. Previous Findings 

 Harliani (2014), in her thesis An Analysis of the Power of Imagery in 

Suzanne Collins’s Novel “Catching Fire.” Finding out the types of imagery 

used in the novel. The researcher found five kinds of imagery include visual 

imagery, olfactory imagery, gustatory imagery, auditory imagery, and 

kinesthetic imagery used Theory from Diyanni (2004:559). 

 Kurniawan (2010), in his thesis An Imagery Analysis on Billy Collin's 

poem. He is Discovering the types of imagery used in Billy Collin's poem. 

The researcher also found the power of imagery and the values contained in 3 

poems by Billy Collin's there is Another reason why I don't keep a gun in the 

house, The art of downing and the Flames. And also describes some parts of 

the imagery consisting of Auditory, Visual, Gustatory, and Tactile Imageries 

used theory from I.A Richard (2001). 

 Husain (2018), in her thesis analysis of the imagery in “Song of Myself”’ 

(Walt Whitman’s Poem). Found out there are seven categories of imagery. 

Visual, Auditory, Organic, Tactual, Olfactory, Gustatory, and Kinesthetic. 

And also focus on the seven types of imagery that Husain mentioned above. It 

is excellent for helping readers comprehend the significance of the distinction 

between different types of imagery used the theory from Hepburn (1998). 

 Based on the previous studies above, all of them analyzed Imagery. 
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However, there are some similarities and differences in this research, such as 

Harliani’s research, she analyzed the types of Imagery in a novel and uses 

Theory from Diyanni (2004:559). Meanwhile, in this research, the researcher 

will use William Kenney (1993:64) Both this research and Harliani's research 

try to find the type of Imagery. 

 Then the difference thesis from Kurniawan, they analyze Imagery using 

the theory of I. A Richard, while in this research, the researcher will use the 

idea of William Kenney’s theory (1993). Lastly, Husain analyzes poems, the 

same as this research but different from the novel that this will research, and 

of course, both want to analyze Imagery in their thesis. The researcher will 

analyze the type of Imagery used in the novel Artemis by Andy Weir and by 

using the theory of William Kenney's (1993). 

 

B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. Definition of Stylistics 

 Concurring with Verdonk (2002:3), The consideration of dialectic 

style is the subject of stylistics. For the story to be viewed as an 

artistic endeavor and to increase the value of the scholarly work, it is 

expected that it will use various stylistic devices in the academic 

work. 

 Other than Turners. G.W (Pranawa, 2005: 21) The branch of 

linguistics known as stylistics focuses on linguistic variety, or The 

branch of linguistics known as stylistics concentrates on differences 
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in language use. 

 According to Leech and Short's definition, stylistics is an 

interdisciplinary field of study that falls between linguistics and 

literary criticism. It implies that we can use a linguistic technique to 

study literary texts. 

 Besides this, according to Jeffries and McIntyre (2010:1), 

stylistics is the linguistic study of fashion in language that aims to 

explain how writers project meaning, how readers construct meaning, 

and why readers react to content in the ways that they do. Stylistics 

can be defined as the study of the deliberate use of distinctive forms 

of dialect. The goal of stylistics is to identify dialect tendencies 

through the analysis of fashion thinking. Due to viewing their work 

in public venues, these highlights are used to group them into 

categories. 

 There is a slight chance that someone will select from the 

language as a whole. According to Widdowson (1975:4), stylistics is 

a zone of mediation between two disciplines in language expansion. 

It indicates that it is possible to use stylistics to alter literary text 

language and writing. 

 Based on the definitions above, we can say that stylistics is an 

interdisciplinary branch of writing that examines academic discourse, 

particularly the type of dialect used in academic writing with an 

introduction to phonetics. 
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2. The Meaning of Imagery 

 The literary device known as imagery conjures up images in the 

reader's mind, including sensation and emotion, in addition to visual 

perception, despite being most frequently employed in connection 

with metaphorical language. 

 Perrine (1993: 372) asserts that the term "picture" may frequently 

imply a mental image, something perceived in the mind's eye, and 

that visual symbolism is the type of symbolism that occurs most often 

in verse. But an image can communicate through sound, smell, and 

physical sensation. 

 An increase A picture can be a concrete representation of sense 

perception, feeling, or concept, according to Diyanni (2002:703). 

Images can appeal to one or more of our senses, including the 

gustatory, olfactory, tactile, auditory, and visual. From the definitions 

mentioned above, the writer has concluded that using imagery in 

literary works helps convey those works' genuine meaning. 

a. The Element of Imagery 

A branch of contemporary linguistics called stylistics is used to 

analyze literary style and language choices made by authors or 

speakers in non-literary contexts. Diction, imagery, and sentence 

structure are the three categories into which Kenney divided 

stylistics (1993:64), although, in this investigation, the author as a 

whole focuses on the imagery. 
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b. Types of Imagery 

There are four different types of images, according to Kenney 

(1993: 64), and they are as follows: 

1) Literal Images 

 Images may be either literal or figurative. A literal image 

involves no necessary change or extension in the meaning of 

the words. Swift's reference to the Emperor of Lilliput's 

"arched nose" is an example of a literal image. 

 Since fiction deals with people, places, and things, and 

their relationships in action, it must depend heavily on literal 

imagery. An essential function of literal imagery is to satisfy 

the reader's demand for specific, concrete detail, his desire to 

know how things look, sound, smell, taste, and feel. It 

contributes to the vivid representation of the experience we 

expect from the best fiction. 

2) Recurrent Imagery 

 While remaining literal in each instance, images may 

contribute to the total design of a story if they frequently recur 

in the story. William Faulkner's short story "Dry September" 

has several images of dryness. For the most part, the 

individual images are perfectly literal. It has not rained long, 

and the land is parched and dry. Yet by their frequent 
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recurrence, the images take on a suggestive power, arousing 

associations with barrenness, sterility, impotence, and 

frustration, all of which are relevant to the story's meaning. 

 Recurrent imagery may consist of several repetitions of 

the same image or the frequent occurrence of images that, 

while not identical, all relate to a single theme. The images 

may be entirely literal or a mixture of literal and figurative. 

3) Figurative Images 

 Figurative images are sometimes called "tropes" or, more 

commonly, "figures of speech." An image is figurative when 

one must understand it in some sense other than the literal. 

Robert Burns's "My love is like a red rose" is an example of a 

figurative image since love cannot be like a rose. 

 The line from Burns is an example of a particular kind of 

figurative image called a simile. A simile is an explicit 

comparison of dissimilar objects (love and roses) involving 

the use of such comparative words as "like" or "as." A bolder 

figure is a metaphor in which because the comparison remains 

implicit. The statement seems to assert an identification. If 

Burns had said, "My love is a rose," this would have been a 

metaphor. 

 The frequency with which a writer resorts to figurative 

imagery is an essential quality of style. Jonathan Swift and 
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Ernest Hemingway are two writers, obviously dissimilar in 

many ways, who are alike in that they make sparing use of 

figurative imagery. On the other hand, Thomas Wolfe is an 

example of a writer of fiction whose style of figurative 

imagery is a significant element. The stylistic austerity of 

Swift and Hemingway reflects the austerity with which they 

view human experience. Wolfe's highly figurative style, 

involving the frequent uniting of dissimilar objects and 

sensations, suggests his openness to a wide range of expertise. 

 Figurative imagery used recurrently is likely to be 

significant. In Stephen Crane's novel The Red Badge of 

Courage, men are frequently compared to brute animals. The 

recurrence of this kind of comparison suggests a skepticism 

critical to the novel's meaning about the supposed uniqueness 

of the Old man's place in the universe. It seems to be implied 

that man is essentially an animal, driven blindly, like other 

animals, by his instincts, and not a rational being, acting 

based on "values" and principles" that he likes to imagine 

himself. 

 In the best fiction, figurative imagery is not merely 

ornamental but is an integral part of the real meaning of the 

work. The rarity of figurative language in Hemingway, like it 

is abundant in Wolfe, is impressive because of its 
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appropriateness to the whole structure of the work. The 

particular pattern of recurrent imagery in The Red Badge of 

Courage is essential to that novel's meaning. We may well be 

pleased by vividness and originality in imagery, but the 

ultimate question is always, "What does it contribute to the 

work?" 

4) Symbols 

 A symbol is a kind of image that differs from other 

images in the use to which it is put. Because symbolism often 

proves a stumbling block for inexperienced readers, we shall 

approach the subject of the literary symbol indirectly. We are 

all familiar with one kind of symbolism, the kind we call 

language. Words are symbols of their referents, of the things 

they refer to. The word "tree" symbolizes a class of material 

object. 

 As a symbolic system, language is limited. We don't have 

a name for everything. Even in a relatively simple discourse 

on familiar topics, we must frequently resort to modifiers. 

Note how many modifiers I have used in the preceding 

sentence. I had to attach "relatively simple, to "discourse" 

because we don't have a single name—a symbol—for the 

thing I had in mind. 

 Even with the help of modifiers, many things cannot be 
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talked about—as you know, if an experience has ever left you 

speechless, we have by no means succeeded in embodying all 

of the human experience in language. Now a literary symbol 

is simply the author's attempt to name those many areas of 

human experience that ordinary language, literal or figurative, 

is inadequate to deal with. This is all we mean by the more 

formal definitions of the symbol we may use occasionally. In 

this attempt, the symbol, while evoking a concrete, objective 

reality, also suggests an additional "level of meaning" beyond 

that reality. The writer's use of symbols is continuous with the 

process of language that we know. 

 An example from Melville; Herman Melville's Moby 

Dick is widely regarded as one of the most significant 

symbolic novels. In reading a work like Moby Dick, it is vital 

to remember that the white whale does not "stand for" 

something that can be neatly stated in other words. Instead, 

Moby Dick names a whole range of experiences and 

perceptions of experience that had never been called before 

and for which we still have no name other than the one 

Melville gave it. Moby Dick is an instance of a novel 

essentially symbolic in its design. The symbol may, of course, 

play a less central role in a given work of fiction. The green 

light in Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby is an example of a 
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symbol employed to extend the significance of the novel's 

non-symbolic action. 

 As this discussion indicates, although related to the image, 

the symbol may transcend the limitations of "style" in the 

limited sense we have been using the term to become the 

significant structural principle of the work. But suppose we 

remind ourselves that style reflects the author's way of 

perceiving and organizing his perceptions. In that case, we 

can see that even a symbol of the magnitude of Melville's 

whale remains related to the concept of style. 

C. Synopsis of Novel “Artemis” 

 The futuristic setting of Andy Weir's book Artemis is not made 

clear. 26-year-old Jasmine "Jazz" Bashara resides in Artemis, the first 

and only town on the moon. When she was six, her father relocated there 

from Saudi Arabia. Ammar Bashara, her father, is a welder. Jazz and 

Ammar fell out when Jazz was a teen because she unintentionally ruined 

her father's welding shop. Jazz has been attempting to raise funds 

necessary to repay him for years. She makes a living as a messenger by 

bringing illegal goods into Artemis. She is aided in this by her friend 

Kelvin, who lives in Kenya and works for the Kenya Space Program. 

 A wealthy businessman named Trond Landvik tells Jazz one day 

that he wants to hire Jazz to sabotage Sanchez Aluminum when Jazz 

brings contraband to Trond. He intends to run their mining and smelting 
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operations on the moon. Jazz takes the job after Trond offers to pay more 

than twice what Jazz owes her father. Jazz obtains the necessary supplies 

from her father and a scientist called Martin Svoboda, but she keeps the 

illegal sabotage work secretively from them. While wearing a spacesuit, 

she travels across part of the moon’s surface and manages to destroy 

three of Sanchez Aluminum’s four harvesters before she must flee. She 

returns to Trond’s house to confer with him about the following steps to 

take, but she finds him murdered. Jazz dons a disguise and pays a visit to 

Trond's enigmatic business partner Jin Chu in his hotel room. She 

discovers an assassin waiting in his hotel room, ostensibly there to kill 

Jin Chu. She avoids the killer and enters Jun Chu's room to take a 

suspicious wire sample. 

 According to Svoboda's analysis, it is a very effective fiber optic 

cable that would be tremendously lucrative if produced and marketed. 

Only low-gravity environments can be used to produce the substance. 

Jazz learns that the criminal organization O Palácio owns Sanchez 

Aluminum. Therefore, Artemis will come under illegal control if they 

continue to hold only mining and smelting rights. Jazz enlists the aid of 

her father and several other friends. They come up with a strategy to 

thwart O Palácio together. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Research Design 

 The researcher employed a qualitative descriptive approach in this study.  

Reading, comprehending, and providing context for the data are all part of the 

qualitative descriptive approach, which also aims to describe everything 

associated with the research issue. Instead of using numbers to analyze and 

understand data, Bogdan and Biklen created the qualitative descriptive 

method as a technique (F. K. Halim 2017:28). This approach was used to 

explain the vocabulary in Andy Wier's book "Artemis." 

B. Source of Data 

 The entire text of Andy Wier's book "Artemis" served as the research's 

data source (2017). The researcher chose texts which contain terms that have 

imagery meaning. This book consists of 320 pages and 17 chapters. 

C. Instrument of The Research 

 The researcher employed note-taking as a tool in this study. Taking notes 

is a technique for gathering data that involves using note cards to record the 

data findings from the data source. The note card also includes the number 

and page where the data was discovered, making it easier to locate 

(Ray,2005: 13). 

D. Procedure of Data Collection 

 There are some procedures that have been done in the process of 
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collecting data as follows: 

1. The researcher read the novel from Andy Wier’s “Artemis” (2017) to 

carefully. 

2. The researcher identified the imagery that has the literal image, recurrent 

imagery, figurative images, symbol. meaning by using Kenney’s theory 

(1993). 

3. The researcher took notes and write down the data that have been 

identifying as imagery. 

4. The researcher classified literal image, recurrent imagery, figurative images, 

symbol. 

E. Technique of Data Analysis 

 Based on the description of the data collection procedure and the 

Technique of Data Analysis, the researcher used Kenney's theory (1993). This 

theory consists of four kinds of imagery: literal, recurrent, figurative, and 

symbolic. In this research, the researcher has analyzed imagery with literal, 

recurrent, figurative, and symbolic meanings. In the last step, the researcher 

concluded the data analysis. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

This chapter consists of findings and discussions that show the result of the 

research. The researcher would like to show what has been found in Andy weir’s 

novel “Artemis.” 

A. Findings 

 In this part, the researcher presents the findings based on four types of 

imagery in Andy weir’s novel “Artemis” Through data analysis, it was found 

that there are four types of imagery. All kinds of imagery proposed by 

Kenney’s theory (1993:64) were found in the novel. They identify items about 

the literal image, recurrent imagery, figurative images, and symbols 

 To understand the data collection, the writer presented table with 

explanation types of imagery, such as; (A) literal images, (B) recurrent 

imagery, (C) figurative images, and (D) symbols. Then the source (novel) of 

the data was explained with C is chapter, P is page, and D is data.  

 

NO 

 

DATA 

TYPES OF 

IMAGERY 

A B C D 

1 EVA Suits are tough, but it is best not to grind them againts 

Regolith (C-1: P-9/D-1) 

    

2 I remember making a model of Artemis as an assignment in     
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elementary school (C-1: P-11/D-2) 

3  I lay in the bunk and stared at the ceiling which was less than 

a meter from my face, technically, it is a capsule domicile 

(C-1: P-12/D-3) 

    

4 Bob Lewis is a former US Marine with a no-bullshit 

attitude. important, he is the EVA guild’s head trainer (C-1: 

P-10/D-4) 

    

5 the massive airlock complex is the second-largest chamber in 

the city. Only aldrin park is larger (C-1: P-14/D-5) 

    

6 Good morning, Mr. Nakoshi “I said cheerfully”. He and dad 

had been buddies since I was a little girl. He was family to 

me, like a beloved uncle (C-1: P-15/D-6) 

    

7 He shook his head. Three thousand Rudy’s been sniffing 

around. More risk means more pay (C-1: P-16/D7) 

    

8 the hallways of Shepard feature wood paneling and 

tasteful, noise-absorption carpeting (C-1: P-17/D8) 

    

9 We have got plenty of silicon on the moon, so glass is locally 

made. But still, talk about ostentatious (C-1: P-17/D9) 

    

10 I will no longer challenge you on anything Stark trek-related. 

Are you going to apollo 11 site while you are here? (C-1: P-

18/D10) 
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11 it is technically not a currency, “Trond said from the 

credenza.” we are not a country (C-1: P-19/D11) 

    

12 So, Artemis’s air is pure oxygen at 20 percent Earth’s air 

pressure. That gives us the right amount of oxygen while 

minimizing pressure on the hulls (C-1: P-20/D12) 

    

13 Flammable materials are illegal unless there is a really good 

reason for them. The last thing that we want is a bunch of 

idiots wandering around with lighters (C-1: P-21/D13) 

    

14 I like American TV shows and my favorite food is ginger ice 

cream. But I usually eat gunk (C-1: P23/D14) 

    

15 A few people who know one another emigrate, they set up a 

service of some kind, then they hire their friends. And of 

course, they hire people they know. Tale as old as time, 

really (C-2: P26/D15) 

    

16 According to the doc, she has a black eye, A hematoma on 

her check, two bruised ribs, and a concussion (C-2: P27/D16) 

    

17 I brought up a web browser on my Gizmo and searched for 

“ZAFO” it was a conjugation of the Spanish verb zafar, 

meaning “to release” (C-2: P33/D17) 

    

18 first, they collect anorthite ore. That’s easy. All they have to 

do is pick up the right rocks (C-2: P39/D18) 

    

19 Trond said. There is plenty of olivine and ilmenite around.     
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Those are great for making iron, but if you want alumunium 

you need Anorthide (C-2: P41/D19) 

20 Dale set my helmet on a bench, then took my hand and 

unclamped the seals on the glove. He rotated the glove at the 

wrist and pulled it off. “You went too far this time jazz, way 

to far” you are going to lecture me on morality (C-7: 

P110/D20) 

    

21 I know but a deal’s a deal’s “Billy!” said. Dale “all my drinks 

are on jazz from now on!” she’s a millionaire (C-12: 

P180/D21) 

    

22 We both stripped down to our underwear. What? I am 

supposed to demurred around the gay guy? (C-13: 

P195/D22) 

    

23 do not believe me? Put ice water in a saucepan and cook it. 

The water temperature will stay at 0 degrees until the last 

ice cube melts (C-14: P212/D23) 

    

24 She dodged to the side and hammer-locked my arm. Of-

course I did! How dare you try to destroy my life’s work! 

(C-15: P221/D24) 

    

25 Dad you are not a bad father. I am just a shitty daughter (C-

17: P250/D25) 

    

26 I left without further comment. I did not want to spend any 

more time inside the mind of an economist. It was dark and 
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disturbing (C17: P256/D26) 

27 I hit the ground, scrambled to my feet, and clawed at the 

hatch crank. My ears popped. Alarm blared in my helmet. 

The tank was on its last legs-it could not counteract the 

leak anymore (C-1: P9/D27) 

    

28 Bob Lewis is a former US Marine with a no-bullshit 

attitude. More important, he is the EVA Guild’s head 

trainer. He answers to the Guild master, but Bob and Bob 

alone determine your suitability to become a member (C-

1: P10/D28) 

    

29 Conrad’s full of plumbers, glass blowers, metalworkers, 

welding shops, repair shops… the list go on but aldrin is 

truly a resort. It has hotels, casinos, whorehouse, theaters, 

and even an honest-to-God parks with real grass (C-1: 

P14/D29) 

    

30 I was headed to the estate of on of the richest richfucks in 

town. Trond Landvik. He had made a fortune in 

Norwegian telecom industry. His home occupied a big 

chunk of Shepard’s ground floor-stupidly huge, 

considering it was just him, his daughter, and a live-in 

maid (C-1: P17/D30) 

    

31 , Oh, poor billionaire, I said “maybe you should have some 

moors installed so you can pine on them” “yeah, yeah, 
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rich people are evil blah, blah, blah” (C-2: P40/D31) 

32 Once everyone de-trained, Raj called out in a clear, lud 

voice, “this is the 2:34 p.m. traaaain to Apollo 

Eleveeeeeeeen! All aboooood” he held out a vintage-

looking brass ticket shredder (C-4: P68/D32) 

    

33 I leapt directly to the roof of the next harvester over-the 

one I had just meticulously turned into a time bomb. All 

that work for nothing. Sigh. Snip. Snip. Snip. Snip! The 

other two harvesters backed away (C-6: P97/D33) 

    

34 aww, fuck, I said. They did not need to find me. They just 

needed to beat me back to town. Then they could guard 

every airlock. Eventually I had run out of air and have to 

surrender. “Shit! Damn! Crap! Ass! Son of bitch!” it is 

important to vary your profanities. If you use the same 

one too often it loses strength. I fumed in my suit for a 

minute more, then calmed down and got to scheming (C-6: 

P103/D34) 

    

35 do you know who owns Sanches Alumunium? I shrugged 

“some Brazilian company.” “They are owned by O 

palacio, Brazil’s largest and most powerful organized 

cryme syndicated.” I froze shit, shit, shit shitty, shit! “I 

see” I said. “Spiteful bunch, are they?” (C-9: P143/D35) 

    

36 He looked truly pained. “It is just…it cost a lot of money to 

make that sample. We had to launch a dedicated satellite 
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with a centrifuge to grow in the low-Earth orbit. I will 

super-super-duper-duper fired! If I go home without it.” 

(C-10: P149/D36) 

37 “It is zero. Fucking zero!” he formed a circle with his 

arms. “zeeeeeeeerrroooo!” I sat on the stool next to him. 

“So...no lights get lost in transmissions? At all?” “Right! 

Well, at least, as far as I can tell. The precision of my 

OLTS is decibels per kilometer.” (C-10: P160/D37) 

    

38 , it all caught up with me. Constand danger, poverty, 

anger, and worst of all. Sheer, unmitigated fatigue (C-11: 

P170/D38) 

    

39 I had gone beyond sleepy into what my father used to call 

“Overtired”. He usually used that term while chucking my 

cranky, eight-year-old ass into my bunk for a forced nap 

(C-11: P170/D39) 

    

40 they are not dead, they are not dead, They are not dead. I 

repeated the mantra to keep from losing shit (C-16: 

P229/D40) 

    

41 I bounded over the gray, dusty terrain toward the huge dome 

of Conrad bubble. It is airlock, ringed with red lights, stood 

distressingly far away (C-1: P8/D41) 

    

42 the long strides paid off. I was really hauling my ass now I 

even left Bob behind and he is the most skilled EVA master 
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on the moon (C-1: P8/D42) 

43 I live in Conrad down 15, a grungy are fifteen floors 

underground in Conrad bubble. If my neighborhood were 

wine, connoisseurs would describe it as shitty, with overtones 

of failure and poor life decisions” (C-1: P8/D43) 

    

44 Technically, it is a “capsule domicile” but everyone calls 

them coffins. It is just an enclosed bunk with a door I can 

lock (C-1: P12/D44) 

    

45 I checked the landing zone schedule on my Gizmo. No 

meatship today (C-1: P15/D45) 

    

46 I paid a monthly fee to store trigger at the port. Where else 

would I keep him? I have less space at home than a typical 

earth prisoner (C-1: P17/D46) 

    

47 the door slid open to reveal a bulky Russian woman. Irina had 

been with the Landvik’s since the dawn of time (C-1: 

P17/D47) 

    

48 “But not as magical Artemis!” Jin beamed. This is my first 

visit to the moon. I am like a kid in a candy store (C-1: 

P18/D48) 

    

49 Coffee’s just a bad kind of tea” I said. “Black tea is the only 

hot drink worth having” (C-1: P19/D49) 

    

50 and she will not do it unless Rudy provides something     
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compelling. So, we do have some cheeks and balances. Just 

not many (C-2: P26/D50) 

51 “Smuggling? Me? Golly gee, (C-2: P26/D51)     

52 He rabbit-punched the barely conscious man in the eye then 

let his head fall to the ground (C-2: P27/D52) 

    

53 I was trying really hard to get away too his grip was like an 

iron vise. i still think about that sometimes late at night (C-2: 

P27/D53) 

    

54 Irina opened the door and frowned at me like I had just pissed 

in her borscht as usual (C-2: P35/D54) 

    

55 Trond turned to his daughter. “All right, Pumpkin, time for 

you to skedaddle (C-2: P37/D55) 

    

56 okay, if I could not set the alarm time, I had use a less subtle 

approach. I disconnected both Alligator clips (C-6: P99/D56) 

    

57 you know what’s worse than having barbed rocks in your 

eyes? Grinding barbed rocks into your eyes (C-14: 

P205/D57) 

    

58 “I am the EVA master here,” Bob said. “Stop right now and 

let me cross-connect!” (C-1: P8/D58) 

    

59 I live in Artemis, the first (and so far, only) city on the moon. 

It is made of five huge spheres called “Bubbles” (C-1: 
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P11/D59) 

60 “It was just a Lark,” I said nonchalantly. “It is not like EVA 

work is a real job” (C-1: P13/D60) 

    

61 there is nothing more annoying than trust-fund boys looking 

for “Moon poon” (C-1: P15/D61) 

    

62 he closed the box and stamped it with the Artemis symbol-a 

capital A with the right side styled (C-1: P15/D62) 

    

63 Three thousand slugs (C-1: P16/D63)     

64 He set the Gizmo on top of the box (C-1: P16/D64)     

65 , but it is good at carrying heavy things. So, I decided it was 

male. I named him trigger (C-1: P16/D65) 

    

66 I grew up watching Star Trek. Now I get to live it (C-1: 

P18/D66) 

    

67  one Slugs gets one gram of cargo delivered from Earth to 

Artemis, courtesy of KSC (C-1: P19/D67) 

    

68 Mr. Do-Right Mr. Do-Right (C-2: P26/D68)     

69 He was paying me a million slugs. We could play 007 if he 

wanted (C-3: P46/D69) 

    

70 “This thing is a Tank”, Trond. It is not going to be easy to 

kill (C-3: P47D/70) 
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71 He had been assigned to Artemis by ESA (C-3: P51/D71)     

72 “Svyate der’mo!” he put his hand on his chest and panted 

(C-9: P138/D72) 

    

73 This is not an Operation to O palacio. it is just an avenue for 

creative accounting (C-9: P142/D73) 

    

74 He spun to a wall-mounted machine. “That’s where my 

spectrometer came in!” He stroked it gently. “I call her Nora” 

(C-10: P162/D74) 

    

 

B. Discussion 

 In this section, the researcher analyzed the data found in Andy Weir’s 

novel Artemis. As a reader of the novel, the researcher identified four types of 

imagery based on Kenney’s theory: literal image, recurrent imagery, 

figurative images, and symbols. And researcher explains how imagery 

changes the atmosphere, storyline, describes how the situation occurs in some 

data that have been found as imagery in this novel. This research differs from 

previous research in chapter two, where the discussion is about discovering 

several types of imagery, such as visual, auditory, tactile, kinesthetic, 

olfactory, and gustatory. And also the same as researching imagery in writing 

techniques.  
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1. Types of Imagery Used in The Novel 

a. Literal Image 

 The literal images describe Images, literal or figurative. A literal 

image involves no necessary change or extension in the meaning of 

the words. Literal image is described as Images that are literal or 

figurative. A literal image involves no necessary change or extension 

in the meaning of the words. 

 In datum 1, EVA Suits are tough, but it is best not to grind them 

againts Regolith … means a statement about the literal image which 

does not need to involve or expansion about the meaning of that 

statement, from that sentences the reader can know what they are 

talking about while reading the words, the readers imagine the 

situation on the moon and also what happened in the moon. 

 Same with the sentences in datum 2, I remember making a 

model of Artemis as an assignment in elementary school … means a 

statement about the literal image which does not need to involve or 

expansion word about the meaning of that statement, from that 

sentences the reader can know what they are talking about while 

reading the word, the readers imagine the situation in the elementary 

school and also making a mode of Artemis. 

 In datum 3, I lay in the bunk and stared at the ceiling which was 

less than a meter from my face, technically, it is a capsule domicile 

… the context of this sentence happened. Jazz explained where Jazz 
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lived and how Jazz experienced the situation. The word of it is “a 

capsule domicile” creates the literal image we see as we read that 

word. Readers can feel how narrow the so-called capsule domicile is 

and imagine a place where Jazz rests. The domicile capsule here is a 

thin place like a capsule that only fits one person to rest. 

 In datum 4, Bob Lewis is a former US Marine with a no-bullshit 

attitude. important, he is the EVA guild’s head trainer... In this 

particular excerpt, we can see how individual images with the 

sentence no-bullshit attitude Mean an expression of visual imagery 

which describe something in detail and represent a visual sense 

impression. From that words, the reader can imagine how strict that 

person is by using the phrase no-bullshit attitude as a parable of 

someone who does not like small talk about something and is 

unyielding in carrying out his duties or training someone while those 

words read. 

 In datum 5, the massive airlock complex is the second-largest 

chamber in the city. Only aldrin park is larger … categorized as a 

literal image because it describes a place. The reader can imagine how 

expansive aldrin park is, with very complex specifications in the 

range of several parks described by Jazz while reading his words. 

 In the bold sentences in datum 6, Good morning, Mr. Nakoshi, "I 

said cheerfully." He and dad had been buddies since I was a little girl. 

He was family to me, like a beloved uncle … One part of this type of 
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imagery is literal imagery. In this context, Jazz welcomes Mr. 

Nakoshi was overjoyed because Mr. Nakoshi has been a close friend 

of his father since he was a child, and as a second person to Jazz who 

was very close to Jazz, Jazz described him as an excellent uncle. So 

that the readers can correctly understand the figure that has been 

described by Jazz while reading the word 

In the following sentences in datum 7, He shook his head. Three 

thousand Rudy's been sniffing around. More risk means more 

pay … also included in literal images because at that incident, what 

was meant by more risk means more money was about Jazz's work 

as a courier in the month that he lived to fulfill his needs. It is evident 

that when Jazz delivers an item to the recipient, it always depends on 

what kids she brings. 

 In the next datum 8, the hallways of Shepard feature wood 

paneling and tasteful, noise-absorption carpeting… in this case, it 

is also included in the category of literal images because it describes a 

place that is in Shepard is a prosperous district located in Artemis. It 

has a wooden walkway and uses beautiful sound-absorbing 

carpets, so readers can imagine how the shapes and structures 

described by jazz as depicted by Shepard District's central jazz after 

sending the package to the recipient. 

 It is significantly closer to the last datum, in datum 9. We have 

plenty of silicon on the moon, so the glass is locally made. But still, 
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talk about ostentatious … In this section, jazz explains that what is 

meant by the affluent area in Artemis is an area that is truly 

magnificent and very sparkling with some of the features that exist in 

the Shepard area and also as a visual image for the readers to be able 

to understand what jazz means, so that jazz labels it with the word 

pretentious and also includes it as a literal image as an explanation 

that it was a city of the rich. 

 Next, in datum 10, I will no longer challenge you on anything 

Stark trek-related. Are you going to the apollo 11 sites while you are 

here?... in this case, a literal picture is to describe a site called apollo 

11 where readers are required to imagine this apollo 11 place, which 

Jin will visit after talking to Trond because Jin heard about the EVA 

tour. Still, Trond at that time also told Jin that there is a place as good 

as apollo 11 that Jin would like to visit and also explained the details 

that are the reasons why this belongs to the category of literal images. 

 Move to the next datum 11, it is technically not a currency, 

"Trond said from the credenza." we are not a country… in this part 

of the literal image, it explains in more detail where a credenza is a 

place where Trond usually makes tea or coffee so that readers can 

imagine how credenza is while talking to jazz and genies about the 

problem of naming currencies to make transactions on the moon. 

 In this datum 12, So Artemis's air is pure oxygen at 20 percent 

of Earth's air pressure. That gives us the right amount of oxygen 
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while minimizing stress on the hulls… In the case of this literal 

image, the genie explains in detail how much oxygen is different 

between the Earth and the Artemis and makes the readers able to 

understand precisely and imagine the content and elements that make 

the difference between oxygen on Earth and the Artemis's because the 

jinn also explains that in that Artemis's has pure oxygen with an air 

pressure of 20 percent of the air pressure on Earth. 

 Please move to the next datum, 13. Flammable materials are 

illegal unless there is a perfect reason for them. The last thing that 

we want is a bunch of idiots wandering around with lighters… in 

this literal image example, the use of fire in Artemis is strictly 

prohibited. Artemis itself consists of pure oxygen. Jazz misses how 

humans on Earth are accustomed to playing lighters. Readers can 

imagine how the risk of playing lighters in the Artemis area is where 

the use of fire is strictly prohibited, especially when you want to 

smoke, then jazz's statement about wanting a bunch of idiots playing 

lighters illustrates that Artemis is a place where is not allowed to play 

with lighters as is the habit of smoking humans on Earth and play 

lighter. 

 In this datum 14, I like American TV shows, and my favorite 

food is ginger ice cream. But I usually eat gunk … on this one 

statement, jazz sent a message to kelvin Otleno and told him his 

favorite food. Still, jazz very often eats gunk. After reading this 
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statement, readers can imagine how the taste of gunk. As we know, 

gunk is a pile of garbage that describes the flavor, making it an 

example of a literal image. 

 Please talk about this datum 15. A few people who know one 

another emigrate and set up a service. Then they hire their friends. 

And, of course, they hire people they know. A tale as old as time is 

an exciting example of a literal image because jazz explains the 

conditions that occurred there when she and Rudy were in an 

industrial area. Readers can get conclusions and reading experience 

that things like this have happened. The tale is as old as time, so it is 

no longer a strange thing for readers. 

 Please talk about this datum 16. According to the doc, she has a 

black eye, A hematoma on her check, two bruised ribs, and a 

concussion… the explanation in the sentence also becomes part of the 

literal image after seeing the person experiencing a hematoma on her 

cheek, which is the concrete language of medicine which explains 

that there is swelling of the blood vessels on the cheek so that readers 

can imagine and feel how the events of a fight between Rudy and 

Binh. 

 Move to the next datum 17, I brought up a web browser on my 

Gizmo and searched for “ZAFO” it was a conjugation of the 

Spanish verb Zafar, meaning “to release” … in this session, jazz 

tries to find out the meaning of the word ZAFO using his Gizmo 
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which has the root word Zafar which means stay away, and so when 

we read this statement, it is clear that the word ZAFO is a word from 

Spanish which means stay away (Zafar) while reading the word. 

 Time to move to the datum 18. First, they collect anorthite ore. 

That's easy. All they have to do is pick up the suitable rocks… in this 

statement, Jazz says that the primary thing is to collect Anorthide ore 

to make aluminum using the harvest, a stone search engine. Readers 

will imagine how aluminum is made while reading Jazz's statement 

about aluminum manufacture. This statement is included in the literal 

category image as an example to fulfill the reader's request for 

specific details. 

 Then go to datum 19, Trond said. There is plenty of olivine and 

ilmenite around. Those are great for making iron, but if you want 

aluminum, you need Anorthide… In this case, Trond explains that he 

lives in a lowland area with many olivine and ilmenite ores as iron-

making materials. In this explanation, the reader imagines the ores, 

that are the essential ingredients for making iron, aluminum, and 

others and also as a clear indication of what ores are. We must use 

that in manufacturing the material itself. Then this statement is 

categorized in a literal image. 

 In datum 20, Dale set my helmet on a bench, took my hand, and 

unclamped the seals on the glove. He rotated the glove at the wrist and 

pulled it off. "You went too far this time, jazz, way too far" you are 
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going to lecture me on morality… in the case where Jazz has an 

argument with Dale, who is always looking for trouble with him then, 

Jazz utters words that make dale feel sick of jazz words, here the 

reader will be able to understand how dale feels getting bad words 

from Jazz and also says that he will get a lecture on morals from 

Dale, that explanation is also included in the category of literal images 

that we can feel. 

 Next to datum 21, I know, but a deal's a deal, "Billy!" said. Dale 

"all my drinks are on jazz from now on!" she's a millionaire… in 

this statement, dale calls a waiter and says that all the drinks that 

dale drinks from now on are paid for by Jazz because Jazz is now a 

millionaire, readers will feel the effect of dale's statement which is 

very happy because his drinks will be fully paid for by Jazz, the 

information like this is one part of the literal image that the reader can 

feel when reading the statement. 

 Move to datum 22. We both stripped down to our underwear. 

What? I am supposed to demurred around the gay guy?... In this 

case, Dale's statement is unequivocal enough to convince Jazz that he 

should be ashamed to be almost naked in front of gay people like him. 

In this sentence, the reader will feel both a sensation and a statement 

simultaneously, which Dale makes because, in general, he is almost 

naked, even in front of gay people. It can happen while the reader 

continues his reading and also one of the forms or examples of literal 
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image. 

 Go to the datum 23, do not believe me? Put ice water in a 

saucepan and cook it. The water temperature will stay at 0 degrees 

until the last ice cube melts… at this time, Jazz made a statement 

about the melting point of an object in Artemis by stating that water 

and ice will be at a temperature of 0 degrees Celsius until the last 

ice from the water melts, here every reader will understand precisely 

what happens at Artemis because Artemis has the laws of physics are 

different from those on earth, thus enabling the reader to understand 

the specifics so as not to be misunderstood when reading the sentence. 

 In datum 24, She dodged to the side and hammer-locked my arm. 

Of course, I did! How dare you try to destroy my life's work! At this 

point, Dale is furious and asserts how you can damage his life's work. 

The readers here can undoubtedly understand what dale's artwork 

means, namely a digging tool or machine, because at that time, 

Sanchez and Jazz were fighting because of a dispute. This sentence is 

included as an example of a literal image. 

 In datum 25, Dad, you are not a bad father. I am just a shitty 

daughter… in this case, Jazzmine, better known as Jazz, made a 

statement of regret towards his father as she stated clearly that his 

father was not bad. Still, she could not be good. Here, the readers can 

clearly understand the feelings that are being experienced by Jazz 

because of the statement from Jazz which is also an example of a 
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literal image itself which becomes a specific explanation of something 

to the readers. 

 I the last part of literal image datum 26, I left without further 

comment. I did not want to spend any more time inside the mind of 

an economist. It was dark and disturbing…. the last example of a 

literal image is how Jazz makes a detailed statement about the actions 

performed by Jazz after a little conversation with Ngungi. And here, 

readers can feel how complicated a discussion is when discussing the 

economy together with someone who understands what economics is 

b. Recurrent Imagery 

 While remaining literal in each instance, images may contribute 

to the total design of a story if they frequently recur in the story. 

Recurrent imagery may consist of several repetitions of the same 

image or the frequent occurrence of images that, while not identical, 

all relate to a single theme. The images may be entirely literal or a 

mixture of literal and figurative. 

 If we talk about this sentence, in datum 27, I hit the ground, 

scrambled to my feet, and clawed at the hatch crank. My ears 

popped. An alarm blared in my helmet. The tank was on its last 

legs-it could not counteract the leak anymore… this phrase is 

categorized as a recurring image because it describes how jazz feels 

when it is hard to stand up, the feeling is broken because of running 

out of breath, including the eardrums that feel like they are about to 
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explode. The oxygen gas they have is very thin. The reader will feel 

how someone feels and expresses when they are in a state emergency 

and will run out of breath when encountering problems on their way 

in Artemis. 

 In the next datum 28, Bob Lewis is a former US Marine with a 

no-bullshit attitude. More important, he is the EVA Guild’s head 

trainer. He answers to the Guild master, but Bob and Bob alone 

determine your suitability to become a member… this sentence can 

be categorized as a recurring picture because of the individual 

repetition that occurs, namely Bob Lewis, who has explained that he 

is the only one who teaches, the head teacher, and who accepts new 

members. When reading this, the reader will feel the suggestive power 

given by Bob as the holder of control over all things related to EVA as 

the total design in this novel. 

 In datum 29, Conrad’s full of plumbers, glass blowers, 

metalworkers, welding shops, repair shops… the list goes on, but 

Aldrin is truly a resort. It has hotels, casinos, whorehouse, 

theaters, and even an honest-to-God parks with real grass…in this 

one-sentence fragment, it is included in the category of recurrent 

images, although not identical, all of them are related to one theme, 

and when the reader reads an explanation like this, it will provide an 

image which shows that the splendor that is in Aldrin Conrad itself 

with its many features and various buildings that can become the 
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center of visits in the area itself. 

 If we talk about datum 30, I was headed to the estate of one of 

the richest richfucks in town. Trond Landvik. He had made a 

fortune in the Norwegian telecom industry. His home occupied a 

big chunk of Shepard’s ground floor-stupidly huge, considering it 

was just him, his daughter, and a live-in maid…in the discussion, 

this time is a sentence that includes examples of repeated images as 

explained by jazz that there is someone namely Trond Landvik who is 

very, very rich even more than the wealthiest person in the city with 

an explanation starting from his job and the shape of his house. 

Readers will be able to describe what jazz is meant as recurrent 

images because it provides a complete description of an explanation 

of a character in the answer given by jazz. 

 In datum 31, Oh, poor billionaire, I said, “maybe you should 

have some moors installed so you can pine on them” “yeah, yeah, 

rich people are evil, blah, blah, blah” …In this explanation, jazz 

uses a recurring image as a parable that he wants to convey to the 

reader that how rich people complain so that jazz gives a statement 

that you can buy a special place to complain. It ends with blah blah 

blah, which is an explanation that jazz no longer wants to give the 

same example to the billionaire who accompanied him to speak. This 

is also categorized as recurring images, as described earlier, to provide 

a total impression to the reader. 
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 Next datum 32, Once everyone de-trained, Raj called out in a 

clear, loud voice, “this is the 2:34 p.m. traaaain to Apollo 

Eleveeeeeeeen! All aboooooarrd” he held out a vintage-looking 

brass ticket shredder…In this statement, loud and repeated words 

are shown, which also include examples of recurring images, namely 

a trained cashier at Artemis shouting in a loud, firm, and clear voice 

that the Apollo majors will depart soon, accompanied by tearing the 

ticket in his hand, readers will be able to interpret this statement very, 

very clearly for a total design of the events that occurred at that time. 

 Go to datum 33. I leapt directly to the roof of the next 

harvester over-the one I had just meticulously turned into a time 

bomb. All that work for nothing. Sigh. Snip. Snip. Snip. Snip! The 

other two harvesters backed away…Here the reader will be faced 

with recurrent images again because when Jazz arranges the harvester 

to run according to the wishes of Jazz and also sets a time bomb 

which indicates the harvester will run collecting ore in that area 

although not identical but all related to one theme, namely the 

harvester's property, Jazz. Readers can understand the complete 

design presented by Jazz about the working harvester. 

 In datum 34, aww, fuck, I said. They did not need to find me. 

They just needed to beat me back to town. Then they could guard 

every airlock. Eventually, I had run out of air and had to 

surrender. "Shit! Damn! Crap! Ass! Son of bitch!" it is important 
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to vary your profanities. If you use the same one too often, it loses 

strength. I fumed in my suit for a minute more, then calmed down 

and got to scheming…In this phrase, Jazz expresses anger towards a 

group of people who want to catch Jazz after doing illegal things in 

Artemis. Readers will also feel the suggestive effect of Jazz's words 

through various reproaches from various types of harsh words uttered 

by Jazz. This is also an example of recurrent images because it gives a 

suggestive effect to the reader by using a recurrent image as an 

addition to the events experienced by Jazz. 

 Go to datum 35. Do you know who owns Sanches Alumunium? 

I shrugged "some Brazilian company." "They are owned by O 

Palacio, Brazil's largest and most powerful organized crime 

syndicated." I froze shit, shit, shit, shitty, shit! "I see," I said. 

"Spiteful bunch, are they?"…… this explanation is the same as the 

previous explanation about Jazz being angry with the biggest 

organized crime syndicate in Brazil looking for Sanchez aluminum to 

be used to launder money. Here, the reader is again met with the 

phrase "recurrent images" as a form of great anger towards the 

Brazilian organization. 

 Next to datum 36, He looked genuinely pained. "It is just…it 

cost a lot of money to make that sample. We had to launch a 

dedicated satellite with a centrifuge to grow in the low-Earth 

orbit. I will super-super-duper-duper fired! If I go home without 
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it."…. in this case, it is shown how a very precarious situation 

occurred between Jazz and Jin chu, which discusses the charming city 

of ZAFO. When the reader reads this sentence, of course, the reader 

will immediately realize and know that this is one example of a 

recurrent image that shows Jin Chu's fear of not bringing home the 

box that was secured by Jazz by telling Jin Chu I would really and be 

fired if he came back home without bringing that ZAFO to home. 

 In datum 37, "It is zero. Fucking zero!" he formed a circle 

with his arms. "zeeeeeeeerrroooo!" I sat on the stool next to him. 

"So...no lights get lost in transmissions? At all?" "Right! Well, at 

least, as far as I can tell. The precision of my OLTS is decibels per 

kilometer."…in this case, Jazz and Svoboda are talking about the 

attenuation of OLTS produced by fiber optic cable while ZAFO here 

is described as having zero attenuation, repeatedly Svoboda says zero 

to convince Jazz that it is a very expensive masterpiece, the reader 

will feel slapped with the words Svoboda which very, very, clearly 

gives the impression of a suggestion to the reader that ZAFO is a 

device that has no attenuation at all or no light is reduced when 

transmitting. 

 Go to datum 38. It all caught up with me. Constand danger, 

poverty, anger, and worst of all. Sheer, unmitigated fatigue…In 

this statement, Jazz expresses all the feelings that have been felt, 

whether they are threatened because poor Palacio because they don't 
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have much money are angry because Ngungi also interfered with the 

events experienced by Jazz. Here it is clear enough for the reader that 

this is one of several examples that have been given of recurring 

images. However, they are not identical word for word but are closely 

related to each other, namely explaining the feelings experienced by 

Jazz. 

 Same with the last datum, datum 39, I had gone beyond sleepy 

into what my father used to call "Overtired." He usually used that 

term while chucking my cranky, eight-year-old ass into my bunk 

for a forced nap…As with the explanation from the last datum, here 

Jazz expresses his father's habit when he is tired of working by using 

the word overtired as an explanation and also explains how he was 

forcefully thrown to the bed by his father. The reader must have 

known what Jazz meant because this explanation is very related. With 

the previous description, namely Jazz's feelings, it's just that the 

context is different in the last discussion, Jazz's feelings. Still, in this 

discussion, Jazz represents his father's feelings, who is very tired of 

working all day with his hammer. 

 Talk about datum 40. They are not dead. They are not dead. 

They are not dead. I repeated the mantra to keep from losing 

shit…in the last case talking about recurring image is how Jazz is 

talking to himself when he has to pass through a road full of piles of 

corpses along the way. The reader will also be hypnotized by how 
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Jazz feels, who keeps repeating that they are not dead, they are not 

dead, they are not over. The statement here is unambiguous to give a 

suggestive effect on Jazz and the readers so that Jazz does not lose his 

sanity. 

c. Figurative Images 

 Figurative images are sometimes called "tropes" or, more 

commonly, "figures of speech." An Image is figurative when it must 

be understood in some sense other than the literal. In the best fiction, 

figurative imagery is not merely ornamental but is an integral part of 

the real meaning of the work. 

 If we talk about this datum 41, I bounded over the gray, dusty 

terrain toward the huge dome of Conrad's bubble. It is an airlock, 

ringed with red lights, standing distressingly far away… in the first 

part of the figurative image, the example is to use the word I bounded 

over the gray, as a figurative word, namely to make this story an 

aesthetic side which if generalized it will only be an I landed on the 

moon, so the word moon is changed using figurative theory image as 

a form of a figurative word in its true meaning. 

 Next to datum 42, the long strides paid off. I was hauling my 

ass now. I even left Bob behind, and he is the most skilled EVA 

master on the moon… In this case, the word hauling ass 

now functions as a figurative image that describes how fast Jazz runs 

by taking Bob as an example because Bob is the best person to walk 
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on the moon, here the reader can draw the conclusion that the word 

figurative is an aesthetic word. to describe the feelings and situations 

experienced by Jazz. 

 In this datum 43, I live in Conrad down 15. A dingy is fifteen 

floors underground in Conrad's bubble. If my neighborhood were 

wine, connoisseurs would describe it as shitty, with overtones of 

failure and poor life decisions"… In this example of a figurative 

image, Jazz's neighbor is related to the word rotten wine figurative 

images that indicate how Jazz lives where he lives, the reader can also 

quite clearly understand what the word horrible wine means is an 

expression that is an expression of being annoyed because Jazz lives 

in slums. 

 In datum 44, Technically, it is a "capsule domicile," but everyone 

calls them coffins. It is just an enclosed bunk with a door I can lock… 

in this section, Jazz mentions his place of residence as a coffin which 

means the word is a coffin. This is also an example of a figurative 

image because a coffin is a different place from a bed. Only Jazz uses 

this word so that readers can feel and understand how narrow it is. 

 Next to datum 45, I checked the landing zone schedule on my 

Gizmo. No meatship today… When we want to say Vehicle, we 

usually use the word vehicle or motorbike, but in this case, Jazz uses 

the word mateship instead of the word vehicle. And it is clear enough 

to describe to the readers what is meant by meatship is a vehicle 
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people use to travel. 

 According to datum 46, I paid a monthly fee to store the trigger at 

the port. Where else would I keep him? I have less space at home than 

a typical earth prisoner… this time, Jazz uses the word Earth 

prisoner as a figurative image, which is expected that readers who 

typed in reading can understand the situation experienced by Jazz and 

the place where he lives is so narrow that he doesn't have enough 

space to store Jazz's trigged instrument at home. 

 In datum 47, the door slid open to reveal a bulky Russian woman. 

Irina had been with the Landvik's since the dawn of time…. in the 

fragment of the word beginning of time is an example of a figurative 

image that depicts a Russian named Irina who has worked with Trond 

Landvik since ancient times, the word down of time is clear enough 

for readers not only as an explanation but also as a figurative image to 

describe a time. 

 Next datum 48, "but not as magical Artemis!" Jin beamed. This is 

my first visit to the moon. I am like a kid in a candy store…. In this 

case, the genie uses a figurative image instead of the word impressed 

and is very impressed with a place he has never visited, namely by 

using the word kid in a Candy store. Readers will also understand 

very well how attractive a child is and are very happy when invited to 

go to a candy shop's they will surely be impressed and want to explore 

more about the area. 
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 In datum 49, "Coffee's just a bad kind of tea," I said. "Black tea 

is the only hot drink worth having"…in Jazz's statement, this time he 

described coffee's just a bad kind of tea. Morning readers who do not 

know the meaning of Jazz may be confused to hear these words, but 

as we know that in the Saudi Arabia area, tea has become a 

characteristic of the Saudi Arabia people as a nice drink. Here, the 

figurative image plays a role in explaining the meaning of the two 

different words. 

 Go to the datum 50, and she will not do it unless Rudy provides 

something compelling. So, we do have some cheeks and balances. 

Just not many… the word cheeks and balances here is an example of a 

figurative image where Jazz describes an event and compares itself 

with Rudy using that word. For some readers, the words cheeks and 

balances combine different words. Still, here the reader is expected to 

understand the meaning of the word, namely Rudy and Jazz have their 

advantages and disadvantages. 

 In datum 51, "Smuggling? Me? Golly gee, …in some cases that 

are often experienced by readers when reading a story, is the lack of 

knowledge about a figurative image which plays a significant role in 

every story, both in novels and on several sites to read a story, the 

word Golly gee here replaces the word we often hear, namely 

expression when shocked or shocked after listening to the other 

person talking's we speak. 
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 Talk about this datum 52, He rabbit-punched the barely 

conscious man in the eye, then let his head fall to the ground… In this 

case, it describes an incident about a fight between Binh and Rudy, 

which used the word He rabbit-punched as a substitute for hitting 

him at high speed. For some readers, this figurative word is often 

found when they want to explain the scene that occurred at the time of 

the beating. We know that rabbits are very agile. 

 Let's go to the next datum, 53. I was trying hard to get away, too. 

His grip was like an iron vise. I still think about that sometimes late at 

night… In this case, Jazz explains that Rudy's grip is like an iron vise. 

When the reader reads what Jazz said, the reader will immediately feel 

and understand how firm Rudy's grip is by using the word iron as a 

figurative word. strong to change using human strength. 

 In datum 54, Irina opened the door and frowned at me as I had 

just pissed in her borscht as usual… In this statement, Jazz describes 

an expression using a figurative image, namely, I had just pissed on 

her borscht. Usually, this word is used to describe an event, but here 

Jazz uses it as a figurative word to express Irina's feelings and facial 

expressions when opening the door. 

 Next datum 55, Trond turned to his daughter. "All right, 

Pumpkin, time for you to skedaddle... in this discussion with the 

same theme, namely figurative image, Trond uses the 

word Pumpkin as a substitute for his child, some readers who have 
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often encountered words like this must be good at reading but what 

we know is that Pumpkin is a fruit that we usually eat with a sweet 

taste.., the statement here is enough to make the reader able to 

understand the meaning of the word Pumpkin as a substitute for the 

word Trond. 

 According to datum 56, if I could not set the alarm time, I had to 

use a less subtle approach. I disconnected both Alligator clips… here 

it is explained that Alligator clips are part of the harvester that 

functions to hold the seeds from harvesting ore. For readers, it is an 

example of figurative images because crocodiles are animals while the 

harvest is a machine. It is when grasping ore, like only a crocodile, it 

bites its prey very firmly. 

 Last part of figurative images datum 57, you know what's worse 

than having barbed rocks in your eyes? Grinding barbed rocks into 

your eyes… at the end of the few examples of the figurative image is 

dale's words which quickly caught Jazz's hand when several 

moonstones entered his eyes. Namely, by saying Grinding barbed 

rock into your eyes, some readers can quite clearly see and imagine 

how painful it is when some small stones enter a person's eyes, and it 

is very, very dangerous if you rub them again. It can be concluded that 

after being struck by the misfortune of Jazz's eyes, Dale Strictly says 

don't repeat it by using a figurative image as a means of conveying it 

to Jazz. 
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d. Symbols 

 A symbol is a kind of image that differs from other images in the 

use to which it is put. Because symbolism often proves a stumbling 

block for inexperienced readers, we shall approach the subject of the 

literary symbol indirectly. Language is limited. We don't have a name 

for everything. Even in a relatively simple discourse on familiar 

topics, we must frequently resort to modifiers. Note how many 

modifiers I have used in the preceding sentence. I had to attach 

"relatively simple, to "discourse" because we don't have a single 

name—a symbol—for the thing I had in mind. 

 The first part of the symbol in datum 58, "I am the EVA master 

here," Bob said. "Stop right now and let me cross-connect!"…in the 

first part, where Bob is an astronaut who has been on the moon for a 

long time, and he straightforwardly says that I am an expert 

on EVA here, ordinary readers who want to read stories like this 

should look for some symbols that are used to explain some parts 

whether it's place names, events, names of people and much more as. 

as a stepping stone to quickly understand the word in question, the 

word EVA is a word that describes the activities of astronauts outside 

their planes. 

 Following the example in datum 59, I live in Artemis, the first 

(and so far, only) city on the moon. It is made of five giant spheres 

called "Bubbles"… in this explanation, the word bubbles becomes a 
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symbol to explain the material form of the places in Artemis itself. 

Readers are required first to know that what is meant here is not 

the bubbles that we usually see but the shape of some parts of the city 

of Artemis. 

 Another statement in datum 60, "It was just a Lark," I said 

nonchalantly. "It is not like EVA work is a real job".... in this case, the 

word Lark is interpreted as a feeling of fun if we interpret it verbally 

by the translator, but the word lark here is a symbol of a nonsense 

word said by Jazz to reply to Dale's words who mocked Jazz for not 

being able to pass the EVA test selection, the readers must understand 

what is meant by the phrase substitute for an event because language 

itself is very limited to what is felt by humans. 

 Next to datum 61, there is nothing more annoying than trust-fund 

boys looking for "Moon poon"….in this case, the word Moon 

Poon is a symbol to explain the uniqueness of the moon, but for some 

lay readers who do not understand clearly that the symbol is not just a 

form, it can change feelings that words cannot describe and as a result, 

from typing can we make words then the symbol here becomes a tool 

to find out what is meant in the story. 

 In datum 62, he closed the box. He stamped it with the Artemis 

symbol-a capital A with the right side styled… in this case, it is 

elementary to understand that Artemis has an oversized A symbol in 

the name of Artemis itself as a sign that it is part of Artemis itself, 
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here the reader can quite understand what kind of symbol is meant by 

the reading. 

 In this datum 63, …Three thousand slugs… as is the case with 

some symbols that we usually encounter, the word slugs here 

Becomes a word symbol to describe the currency used by everyone in 

transactions at Artemis. Readers should be able to carefully observe 

each symbol in a story so as not to become ambiguous in reading. 

 Move to the datum 64. …He set the Gizmo on top of the box… 

In this explanation, symbols can also be a tool, as in the He set 

his Gizmo section, readers who want to know the meaning of using 

the word Gizmo as a symbol to read in detail the events that occurred 

as shapes and objects that we have never seen. Or feel it, the gismo 

here is a tool like a cellphone with many features and clothes used by 

astronauts. 

 In the bold word of datum 65, it is good at carrying heavy things. 

So, I decided it was male. I named him Trigger… in this case, the 

symbol becomes an object used by Jazz to carry goods which we 

usually call the word vehicle. Still, it is different from the car's shape 

than Jazz named Trigger. The morning the reader is very comfortable 

reading because it no longer requires additional skills in interpreting a 

word. After all, the new word was issued by Jazz when naming a 

vehicle he often uses to deliver packages. 

 Next to the datum 66, I grew up watching Star Trek. Now I get 
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to live it… as Jin said that he lived watching the star trek series, but 

later became a symbol of the expression of his feelings. For a group of 

readers, it would be familiar with the word Star Trek, but unlike 

people who have never watched star trek, it would be homework if 

you don't understand how to give symbols to your feelings. 

 According to datum 67, one slug gets one gram of cargo 

delivered from Earth to Artemis, courtesy of KSC… in this case, the 

word KSC becomes a symbol for the Kenya space corporation, which 

is a corporation that facilitates every transaction that wants to be 

carried out between Earth and Artemis for readers, this is an obstacle 

to understanding the continuation of the story because these words are 

used for someone who understands science fiction and also some parts 

of the astronaut. 

 In the datum 68, Mr. Do-Right., you sure get some strange 

notions… Likewise with the example of this symbol, said Mr. Do-

Right is part of the symbol used by some people when talking to the 

other person who thinks he is always right so that he is branded using 

the word as a symbol, the reader must be familiar with it. We often 

use symbols like this to symbolize feelings or parables about 

something that does not have the original word. 

 In this datum 69, He was paying me a million slugs. We could 

play 007 if he wanted… in this case, the symbol acts as an action film 

that shows a shooting scene with criminals symbolized using 007. For 
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the readers, once again, the story has many additional symbols that 

can only be obtained if we have enough insight into some of the uses 

of symbols in some writings. 

 Next to the datum 70, "This thing is a Tank," Trond. It is not 

going to be easy to kill… in this section. The word tank is meant to be 

one of the symbols that describes extreme resistance as, in general, 

a tank is a fighting vehicle specially designed to pass through various 

obstacles on the battlefield, for readers when reading this story can 

draw the conclusion that the harvest used to harvest the ore is very 

strong like a tank. 

 In the next datum 71, He had been assigned to Artemis 

by ESA…. This time, several symbols require special skills, namely, 

how much insight the readers have about matters relating to outer 

space. The ESA is a symbol of an intergovernmental organization 

specializing in space investigations. 

 Go to datum 72, "Svyate der'mo!" he put his hand on his chest 

and panted… this explanation is quite complicated. After all, it uses 

the word symbolic symbol from the Ukrainian language, "Svyate 

der'mo!" which means hell, several times I explain to the reader how 

important it is to have a lot of insight into the word used as a symbol 

to describe something because the author can't choose who the writing 

will be read to. 

 Next to datum 73, This is not an Operation to O Palacio. It is just 
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an avenue for creative accounting…at this time again, we are met by 

the word that becomes a symbol, namely O Palacio. Literally o 

Palacio is a language from Spanish, which means the unit of 

operation. If the readers are from Spanish, they might understand, but 

again, when you want to read the symbol, it can be various the 

meaning. One of them is operation O Palacio. 

 In the last part of the symbol in datum 74, He spun to a wall-

mounted machine. "That's where my spectrometer came in!" He 

stroked it gently. "I call her Nora"…in the last case, discussing 

the Nora symbol here as a symbol for the name of a device that can 

transmit electric currents in a tool consisting of a lot of glass, and 

there are also several other ores such as Tantalum, Lithium, and 

Germanium. For readers, this is again an obstacle to the lack of 

knowledge about some pure ores that can only be known if we study 

chemistry and physics. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

 This part consists of two points. There are conclusions and suggestions. 

In conclusion, the researcher explains the result of the discussion, and then 

suggestions explain what the researcher suggests to the next researcher who will 

research imagery. 

A. Conclusions 

Based on the results of the data that has been analyzed, there are four 

types of imagery based on Kenney's theory, namely literal images, recurring 

images, figurative images, and symbols. And all kinds of imagery described 

in Kenney's theory are found in this study. 

1. In the imagery that has been studied by the researcher, the researcher 

concludes that in the writing technique, imagery plays a vital role in a 

written work, namely as giving aesthetic, ethical, and exciting effects that 

can make every reader interested in reading it. There are 4 types of this 

novel, namely, literal imagery, recurrent imagery, figurative images, and 

symbols. In this novel, literal images are a way to give a clear impression 

to the readers so that they can more easily understand the meaning and plot 

of the story that the author of the novel wants to convey, as well as the use 

of recurrent images that were as a researcher, the researcher, found that the 

use of recurrent images is as a form of giving suggestive meaning to the 

plot of the novel so that readers can clearly understand and feel how the 
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power of the novel told by the author, moves to the following type of 

imagery. Figurative images here are beneficial in providing an aesthetic 

effect from writing techniques in terms of word use and meaning in 

explaining the storyline. The last is the use of symbols in this novel also 

exciting while replacing words that the author generally uses. In this novel, 

symbols are symbols. It also serves as a form and a sign to explain 

something that cannot be said so that readers can better understand both 

the plot and the story the author wants to convey. 

2. The data that has been found based on the types of imagery there are 74 

data, the data are 27 are categorized as Literal Images, 14 data including 

Recurrent Images, 17 data included in Figurative Images, and 17 data 

included in the Symbol category. 

3. Literal images are the dominant image type in novels, and recurrent 

images are less common image types in novels. 

B. Suggestions 

1. The researcher hopes that the reader can understand this research and learn 

well. 

2. For further researchers who will research imagery, researchers suggest 

reading more theories about types of imagery so that additional researchers 

can understand more and more deeply about imagery. 

3. For lecturer and student, this research could be additional information to 

studying stylistics that focused on imagery, such as types of imagery and 

the kinds of imagery.  
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APPENDIXES 

 

A. Biography of Andi Weir 

 Weir was raised in Milpitas, California. His father, John Weir, was 

a physicist at Sandia National Laboratories, and his mother was 

an electrical engineer. He was an only child, and his parents divorced 

when he was eight. Weir grew up reading classic science fiction, such as 

the works of Arthur C. Clarke and Isaac Asimov. At 15, he began working 

as a computer programmer for Sandia. After high school, Weir 

studied computer science at the University of California, San Diego, 

though Andi Weir did not graduate. He worked as a programmer for 

several software companies, including AOL, Palm, MobileIron, 

and Blizzard, where he worked on the video game Warcraft II: Tides of 

Darkness. 

 In 2015, Weir lived in Mountain View, California, in a rented two-

bedroom apartment. Since he has a fear of flying, he never visited the set 

of the film adaptation of The Martian in Budapest, where most of the 

scenes set on Mars were shot at Korda Studios. In 2015, with the help of 

therapy and medication, Weir was able to fly to Houston to visit 

the Johnson Space Center and to San Diego to attend Comic-Con. Weir is 

married to Ashley Weir, whom he met while he was in Los Angeles to 

pitch a TV series. They have one son born in 2021. 
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